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aBOut us

From its beginnings as a small workshop (1973), tecnocarp has become a 
company of significant size, proposing itself as market leader, destined to new 
developments and specializing as a sub-supplier of medium-heavy metalwork.

The work begun by Umberto Ballotta is continued today by 
his children, with the same enthusiasm, inside the current 
premises that grew together with the services offered, 
reaching an area of 8,000 square metres, located 
at only 20 km from Piacenza, a strategic node 
of the main highways of Northern Italy.

This extensive work space allows us to 
process different orders of significant 
entity at the same time, with high 
safety and efficiency margins.

tecnocarp is one of the few 
companies in the carpentry 
sector to have chosen 
certification, to guarantee 
its production quality 
and technological 
innovation.

since 1973

TURN-KEY PRODUCT
Tecnocarp is able to supply the finished product, 
complete with all the metalwork, 
normalizing and finishing.

FLEXIBILITY
Tecnocarp’s team is able to adapt 
to the different market needs, always 
offering high working standards.

TRACEABILITY
Tecnocarp is able to supply a constant 
traceability service for single parts, 
through a quality control procedure.

TECNOCARP

100% AUTONOMY
Tecnocarp is independent in the management 
of its orders and stands as the only point of 
reference for the client, developing all the 
work phases inside its premises.

tecnocarp’s mission comes from its long-standing 
experience in the field: innovation, protecting 
the handcrafted quality of the work!

ISO 9001

ISO 3834-2:2006

EN 15085-2

EN 1090-1

CQOP-SOA
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Our WOrK

Tecnocarp is 100% independent in dealing with the orders, 
since all the resources, materials and systems needed 
to execute an order from the initial idea 
to the finished product are available 
inside the company.

TECNOCARP relies on solid foundations, 
know-how and enthusiasm 
to win the quality 
challenge every day.

since 1973
TECNOCARP

Client support 
thanks to many years of 
experience in the industrial me-
talwork field, Tecnocarp’s techni-
cal department is able to eva-
luate, during the analysis phase, 
the feasibility of the pieces to be 
produced and propose possible 
alternative solutions. This im-
plies the resolution of potential 
problems, thus optimizing the 
execution times with a conse-
quent reduction in costs.

Nesting
Tecnocarp uses a steel sheets 
warehouse with a constant stock 
of 5,000 quintals, that supplies 
the production cycle, thus ensuring 
prompt execution of orders.

Planning
Tecnocarp plans the production with 
computerized systems and thanks to 
the constant monitoring of the 
same production phase, it is able to 
guarantee punctual deliveries.

Furthermore, thanks to the partnership established a few years 
ago with a prestigious technical design office, which 
can boast many years of experience in the design of highly 
technological machines, Tecnocarp is able to offer a fini-
shed product, possibly complete with structural calculations, FEM 
analysis and drawings developed with 2D-3D CAD systems.

The quality of Tecnocarp’s products is also based on an in-hou-
se technical department able to read, analyse and develop 
the design in the most efficient and suitable way in relation to the 
client’s needs. The work is carried out with 3D CAD systems, 
from which the relative specifications, details and work sheet are 
obtained for each single piece. The cutting plans are decided with a 
specific CAD/CAM software to optimize sheet cutting (nesting) in 
order to reduce scraps to the minimum and obtain an initial saving 
on the use of raw material.

TEChNICAl DEPARTMENT



Not a simple product but an actual challenge 
which is accepted and won daily, to complete 
the most demanding orders successfully.

Tecnocarp relies on solid foundations, 
know-how and enthusiasm to win 
the quality challenge every day.
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Thanks to the use of next-generation equipment and continuous 
monitoring of the work phases, the assembly department is 
able to produce single pieces and medium/large batches.

TECNOCARP

tecnocarp’s cutting department is able to offer plasma cuts 
with 360° rotating head that can bevel during the cutting phase, 
thus reducing the work times and improving the execution qua-
lity. It can also count on flame cutting, shearing machines, saws of 
various sizes and bevelling and bending machines: equipment that 
makes it possible to process pieces of any different size or type.

Our WOrK

CUTTING DEPARTMENT

ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT



The welding works performed by Tecnocarp stand 
out n terms of the cleanness and refinement of the execution. 
The welding processes and operators must be qualified 
according to EN ISO 15614-1:2005 
and ASME IX standards.

In addition, Tecnocarp has experience in welding 
guides in C45 quality with pre-heating 
and has 500 A digital Mig/Mag machines.
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Straightening 
Straightening is carried out by 
means of flame or press 
and using outstanding abi-
lity and experience. In case 
straightening is done by flame, 
the piece is heated in a specific 
point and for a suitable time, in 
order to obtain a good result 
in terms of flatness and 
avoid problems during pro-
cessing with machine tools.

In the testing department, in addition to the usual dimensional 
tests, tecnocarp also performs technical, non destructive 
tests upon request, such as ultra-sounds, magnetoscopic 
tests and penetrating fluids, always with the aid of inter-
nal staff, qualified according to the UNI EN 473 – ISO 9712 
standard.

TESTING DEPARTMENT

ISO 15614-1:2005

ASME IX

tecnocarp’s 
welding 
department 
has always 
represented 
the craftsmanlike 
core of the company. 

WELDING DEPARTMENT

Our WOrK



a “turn-key” supply that includes the following, in addition to metalwork: 
heat treatments, sanding, painting, chip removal, grinding, hot and 
cold galvanization.
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External works
Thanks to a consolidated network 
of external collaborators, who have 
been tried and tested over the years, 
Tecnocarp can offer the finishing 
works listed below, guaranteeing the 
result and acting as the only interlo-
cutor for the client.

Delivery
Tecnocarp can count on its own 
vehicles to deliver the finished 
works and it is also able to mana-
ge issues concerning exceptional 
transport.

In-house machining with machine tools
tecnocarp means craftsmanlike innovation: its equipment 
is constantly updated to offer high quality standards. It carries out 
works on machine tools in its premises, to satisfy different needs 
in terms of sizes.

 HOuse

 HOuse

SERVICES-IN 

SERVICES-OUT

Heat treatments
Stretching, normalizing, annealing with standard and persona-
lized cycles with oven, to specific instructions of the client. 
Maximum sizes: 12000×5500×3400 mm

Sanding and sand- blasting
Sizes 14000×7500×4000 mm

Undercoat
Applied by spray or immersion with epoxy nitre and water 
based paints.

Grinding
Grinding from larger to smaller formats.

Painting
Final painting of the piece according to the client’s specifica-
tions.

serVices



Thanks to the constant technological innovation and 
extensive know-how acquired during the years, Tecno-
carp has turned flexibility into one of its strong points, 
into a service to offer to different production sectors.
For many years, tecnocarp has been a reliable partner 
for the main manufacturers of:
l machine tools
l wood working machines
l marble working machines
l paper and cardboard sector
l bending presses sector
l construction sector
l drawing machines
l perforation systems
l lifting systems
l earth moving sector
l engineering sector
l energy sector
l railway sector
l ship sector
l lorries
l reducers 
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MAChINE TOOlSSUB-SUPPlIES
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cOnstructiOn sectOr

WOOD WORKING MAChINESSUB-SUPPlIESSUB-SUPPlIES
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SUB-SUPPlIESSUB-SUPPlIES

railWay sectOr

Bending presses sectOr

DRAWING MAChINES

engineering sectOr
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SUB-SUPPlIESSUB-SUPPlIES

PERFORATION SySTEMS
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SUB-SUPPlIESSUB-SUPPlIES

energy sectOr

reducers sectOr

liFting sectOr
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SUB-SUPPlIESSUB-SUPPlIES

EARTh MOVING SECTOR

MARBlE 
WOrKing 
MAChINES

sHip sectOr



tecnOcarp srl
via dell’Artigianato, 3
29028 Ponte dell’Olio | PC
tel. +39.0523.875493
fax +39.0523.878641
info@tecnocarp.it
www.tecnocarp.it


